Vocabulary Building Worksheet – Level IV – Week 10A

| bay | payroll | delay | display | relay | halfway | Mayflower |

DEFINITIONS: Numbers 1 through 7 show definitions of the list words. Select the correct word that matches the definition from the two words at the end of each definition. Write it in the blank space provided. While students can be asked to complete this entire assignment on their own (with help from a dictionary), it can also be beneficial for teachers to first discuss the meanings of the seven words above. All words (except one) are repeated 3 times in the activities below to give the repetition needed for accelerated memorization.

1. To show to others - to present – to hold up for view: ____________ (display, delay)
2. In the exact middle of two things or two places: ____________ (relay, halfway)
3. To cause to be later or slower than expected or desired – to postpone: ____________ (delay, bay)
4. A body of water partially surrounded by land that gives access to the sea: ____________ (bay, relay)
5. An act of passing something along from one person or group to another: ____________ (relay, bay)
6. The total sum of money to be paid to employees at a given time: ____________ (delay, payroll)
7. The ship the Pilgrims sailed from England to Massachusetts in 1620: ____________ (Mayflower, bay)

DEFINITION CLUES: Carefully read the phrase or riddle below. Choose the word you think goes best with the phrase or riddle and write it in the blank space provided. Be careful! These can be tricky!

8. Desiring to practice religion as they believed, 102 people left on this ship for America: ____________
9. The Mayflower’s captain, Christopher Jones, would have to pay his 30 crewmen: ____________
10. Once across the ocean, the Mayflower was protected from large waves by this water body: ____________
11. Some items originally on the Mayflower can be seen at the Pilgrim Hall Museum: ____________
12. The weather turned bad for sailing when the Mayflower reached the middle of its trip: ____________
13. Groups of men would explore an area and return to the ship to pass on information: ____________
14. Another ship that was supposed to sail with the Mayflower experienced a number of leaks which resulted in the Mayflower leaving about a month behind schedule: ____________

FILL-IN-THE-BLANK: Each sentence below is missing one word. Read the sentence carefully and choose the vocabulary word that best goes in the blank space provided.

15. Leaving England September 6, 1620, the ____________ arrived at Cape Cod on November 9th.
16. Problems with a ship called Speedwell forced the Pilgrims to ____________ leaving England.
17. After sailing more than ____________, the Mayflower became leaky from the large storms.
18. North of Cape Cod is Cape Cod ____________ because it is a water body surrounded by land.
19. Items used by Native Americans and Pilgrims are on ____________ at the Pilgrim Hall Museum.
20. Because there were no phones back in the 1600’s, the Pilgrims were unable to ____________ information back to their families across the Atlantic Ocean.
Vocabulary Building Worksheet – Level IV – Week 10B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>brain</th>
<th>plain</th>
<th>kneecap</th>
<th>teasing</th>
<th>repeal</th>
<th>wealthy</th>
<th>threaten</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**DEFINITIONS:** Numbers 1 through 7 show definitions of the list words. Select the correct word that matches the definition from the two words at the end of each definition. Write it in the blank space provided. While students can be asked to complete this entire assignment on their own (with help from a dictionary), it can also be beneficial for teachers to first discuss the meanings of the seven words above. All words (except one) are repeated 3 times in the activities below to give the repetition needed for accelerated memorization.

1. The organ that controls thinking, emotions and respiration: ____________ (brain, plain)
2. To cancel something that was previously set by law: ____________ (wealthy, repeal)
3. Rich - having a lot of money: ____________ (threaten, wealthy)
4. Something that could cause harm – warning of danger: ____________ (threaten, plain)
5. Not fancy – simple: ____________ (repeal, plain)
6. To make fun of someone: ____________ (teasing, plain)
7. A small flat bone in front of the knee that protects the knee joint: ____________ (wealthy, kneecap)

**DEFINITION CLUES:** Carefully read the phrase or riddle below. Choose the word you think goes best with the phrase or riddle and write it in the blank space provided. Be careful! These can be tricky!

8. People who work hard and save large amounts of money are considered this: ____________
9. The “patella” is another name for this small triangular bone that protects the knee joint: ____________
10. A bank robber would do this to get the people at the bank to give him money: ____________
11. A person has a greater chance of mental illness when this organ is damaged by drug use: ____________
12. In contrast to an orange and green shirt, a white shirt would be considered this: ____________
13. This is a cruel thing to do to others since it can hurt their feelings: ____________
14. A law banning alcoholic drinks started in 1919, however, the law ended in 1933: ____________

**FILL-IN-THE-BLANK:** Each sentence below is missing one word. Read the sentence carefully and choose the vocabulary word that best goes in the blank space provided.

15. The police officer wore ____________ clothes so he wouldn’t be recognized at the bank.
16. There are many nerves in the ____________ making it an extremely painful place to be hurt.
17. Drinking alcohol regularly has been shown to cause shrinking and damage to the ____________.
18. Once a law has taken effect, it is rare to ____________ it unless serious problems occur.
19. The mother dog showed her teeth and growled to ____________ the approaching raccoon.
20. Name calling is a form of ____________ done by some students who have little regard for the feelings of others.
Vocabulary Building Worksheet – Level IV – Week 10C

DEFINITIONS: Numbers 1 through 7 show definitions of the list words. Select the correct word that matches the definition from the two words at the end of each definition. Write it in the blank space provided. While students can be asked to complete this entire assignment on their own (with help from a dictionary), it can also be beneficial for teachers to first discuss the meanings of the seven words above. All words (except one) are repeated 3 times in the activities below to give the repetition needed for accelerated memorization.

1. To continue to move forward, usually after stopping: _______________ (proceed, groan)
2. To move backward after gaining or advancing – withdraw: ________________ (keen, retreat)
3. Sharp – above average as in sense of smell – quick thinking: _________________ (keen, frontier)
4. An area beyond what is known or settled. - somewhere new: ____________ (loan, frontier)
5. To do something helpful for someone and not charge money: _____________ (volunteer, proceed)
6. To voice a deep sound, as of pain, grief, or displeasure: _____________ (retreat, groan)
7. Lending money which must be paid back, often with interest: _______________ (loan, proceed)

DEFINITION CLUES: Carefully read the phrase or riddle below. Choose the word you think goes best with the phrase or riddle and write it in the blank space provided. Be careful! These can be tricky!

8. In the 1600’s, explorers from England traveled in large ships searching for new land: ____________
9. The dog tracked down the criminal hiding in the forest because of its sharp sense of smell: _______
10. People often get this from a bank so they can buy a house or a car: ____________
11. Traffic stopped due to the major car crash but started again after an hour: _________________
12. During battles in many wars, the side that is losing will often return back: ______________
13. The school couldn’t afford to build a new playground so the community did it for free: _________
14. After falling from the roof, the person did not talk but made sounds of being in pain: ___________

FILL-IN-THE-BLANK: Each sentence below is missing one word. Read the sentence carefully and choose the vocabulary word that best goes in the blank space provided.

15. An eagle has such ____________ eyesight that it can spot a rabbit hopping 1000 feet below.
16. This weekend we are going to ____________ at Habitat for Humanity to help build a house.
17. The bank will charge us 7% interest on a Fifty-Thousand dollar ____________.
18. Since all areas of our world have been explored, they say the last ____________ is in space.
19. I could hear the man ____________ after being injured by the car while crossing the street.
20. The crossing guard at school told us to ____________ after the traffic had passed.
**Vocabulary Building Worksheet – Level IV – Week 10D**

| mall | eyeball | hallway | swallow | stall | altogether | although |

**DEFINITIONS:** Numbers 1 through 7 show definitions of the list words. Select the correct word that matches the definition from the two words at the end of each definition. Write it in the blank space provided. While students can be asked to complete this entire assignment on their own (with help from a dictionary), it can also be beneficial for teachers to first discuss the meanings of the seven words above. All words (except one) are repeated 3 times in the activities below to give the repetition needed for accelerated memorization.

1. Used to connect other words together, it can be used in place of the word “though”: ____________
2. The spherical part of the eye surrounded by the socket and covered by the eyelids: ______________
3. To stop the motion of progress - to delay something from continuing: _______________
4. A large, often enclosed shopping complex containing many different stores: ________________
5. Entirely – everything together: _____________________
6. A corridor in a building – usually only 4-5 feet wide giving entry to other rooms: ______________
7. To cause food or drink to pass through the mouth and throat into the stomach: ________________

**DEFINITION CLUES:** Carefully read the phrase or riddle below. Choose the word you think goes best with the phrase or riddle and write it in the blank space provided. Be careful! These can be tricky!

8. This must be done to transfer food from the mouth to the stomach:__________________
9. It is a good idea to walk quietly through this so you don’t disturb other classes:______________
10. A convenient place to shop since many different types of stores are side by side:_____________
11. This could happen to a car that tried to go down a street that was severely flooded:___________
12. The retina “catches” light coming inside this sphere which allows us to see: _______________
13. This word is called a conjunction because it links other words together:_________________
14. When seeing this word in math word problems it gives a clue that you’ll be adding:___________

**FILL-IN-THE-BLANK:** Each sentence below is missing one word. Read the sentence carefully and choose the vocabulary word that best goes in the blank space provided.

15. The science term “peristalsis” describes how throat muscles move so we can __________ food.
16. To _______________ can also mean to use a method that will delay something from happening.
17. Many young people like to go to the _______________ to shop and socialize with their friends.
18. Our teacher warned us to walk quietly down the _______________ or risk losing recess.
19. I love how it sounds in music class when we play our instruments ________________.
20. Smoking cigarettes has been found to increase the chance of getting a vision damaging disease called glaucoma because the smoke causes blood vessels in the ________________ to shrink.
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